ONLINE TEACHING : A NOVEL STEP BY DMS
30 Mar 20: DMS has taken a new initiative in the form of online teaching sessions in
the wake of Corona pandemic. The dedicated faculty of the School are taking online
classes making the best use of technology . They are organising very effective
online teaching sessions in all the streams i.e. Science, Commerce and Humanities.
The parents are euphoric over this new initiative of the School. Conscious of the
need of the society and acting upon the call of the government to promote the
concept of ‘ Work from Home’, ‘ Digital India’ etc, the students and teachers of this
historic institution have taken to online teaching- learning as a unique platform to
combat and mitigate the ill effects of this deadly disease.
Making the best use of technological apps like Snap Homework, Zoom, Skype etc,
the teachers impart the instructions and share the study material with students to
avoid the loss of studies. This transition to online teaching reaffirms the philosophy of
historic DAV organisation to do their best for humanity in the face of crises. This new
exercise keeps the students gainfully occupied and saves them from excessive use
of playing video games etc. It creates a new academic ambience wherein the
teacher interacts with the whole class sitting at home. Besides academic exercises,
the teachers motivate them to imbibe the much-needed, age old values of life which
will turn them into respectable members of the society. They also tell them how to
develop various skills making best advantage of this time with their parents.
Presenting an example how every obstacle can be turned into an opportunity, the
School calls upon the parents to ensure that their wards take the lessons imparted to
them seriously, spend their valuable time inside their homes with parents, learn
various social skills and forge the invaluable bonds of love and affection with their
parents and grand parents. The teachers have delivered various online assignments
in all the subjects. Even online tests are being conducted for benefit of the students.
The DMS family requests all the respected parents to ensure that their wards attend
all online teaching sessions seriously and make best use of this novel initiative taken
by the School. We also request all the parents to take all the precautions for safety
and security of their wards during these testing times.
In prayer for all of you,
Team DMS

